Security Officer Services for Construction Environments

Ensuring Safe & Secure Construction Sites
Sunstates Security has extensive experience
providing coverage for both short- and long-term
construction projects and are familiar with the
unique challenges and continuously changing
requirements associated with this type of work. We
know that in a construction setting, a security
officer’s focus on safety is equally as important as
security. We understand the inherent challenges of
protecting an open construction environment
where expensive supplies and equipment are
unsecured, and a variety of contractors and visitors
pass through daily. The open access environment,
high foot traffic, and variety of unrelated operating
elements within the construction environment
(suppliers, vendors, contractors, etc.) create a
complex system that requires officers who are not
only customer service oriented, but also very alert,
attentive to details, effective in enforcement of
access control and inventory management, and
who are trained and prepared to respond
immediately to emergent situations.
Our security officers are carefully screened and go
through a rigorous training program that includes a
heavy focus on safety. Officers working at
construction sites can perform numerous functions
to include:
• Foot or vehicle patrols of site perimeter; foot
patrols of building structures to serve as a
deterrent to criminal activity and to identify
potential safety hazards
• Maintaining strict access control by logging in
and out all contractors and visitors
• Maintaining inventory control ensuring that only
properly approved equipment and supplies are
removed from the site
• Fire watch
• Contractor / visitor safety orientation

Our Experience
Sunstates Security is an industry leader with a
differentiated approach to providing quality contract
security services to Fortune 500 companies, short and
long term construction projects, municipalities and small
business entities alike. Sunstates has over 9 million
hours of contract security experience, and all the
resources and strength you expect from the largest
providers, but our organization is uniquely structured to
ensure consistently superior, client-centric service at the
local level. The depth and breadth of our expertise and
capabilities easily rival that of the industry giants, while
our management team is involved and invested in every
account to a degree that even in-house security teams
often cannot match.
Sunstates has performed numerous security details for
construction clients spanning a wide variety of projects,
from short term construction lasting only weeks, to
major projects spanning several years. Some of our
construction clients include Alpha Technologies, DPR
Construction, Zachary International, Matrix Construction
and Manhattan Construction to name only a few.
Sunstates Security seeks partners who share the same
values as us, and who want to work collaboratively to
achieve the most efficient and cost effective solution to
achieving their security goals.

Contact your local Sunstates representative today to find out what we can do for you!
www.SunstatesSecurity.com

